Ceiling Enclosure for PoE Lighting Nodes

PoE Node Ceiling Box CB-12-PTF

- POE lighting has changed the way we plan & execute IOT installations
- Besides the design, the implementation of the PoE lighting system is now done earlier in the construction process.
- The CB-12-PTF ceiling enclosure ensures the safety of the PoE nodes from the start.
- Manufacture specific PoE Node enclosures – tailored to the product.

CB-12-PTF Mounting Options

- Acoustical tile ceilings
- Hard deck ceilings using CB-SR12
- Enclosure mounting with either threaded rod or cable kit

PoE Node Ceiling Box CB-12-PTF

- Holds 12 Platformatics Nodes – POE-LN2
- Removable Card Cage
- Venting on sides & top keep nodes within the permissible operating temperatures

IF YOU HAVE PoE NODES, SWITCHES OR ANY EQUIPMENT YOU WANT OUT OF SIGHT AND SAFELY STORED IN THE CEILING, FSR CAN BUILD AN ENCLOSURE FOR IT!